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Introduction
Driven by a diverse range of sectors (established and emerg-
ing), the composites industry is expected to grow1,2 from its 
value of US $68.1 bn in 2013 to $105.8 bn in 2020.1 However for 
this growth to happen, the industry faces several challenges of 
supporting product design, development, and supply chains 
and developing skill and knowledge bases.1,3 Those relevant to 
this work are the “lack of composites skills” and the “develop-
ment of the workforce with the right skills”.3 There is also the 
need to overcome misconceptions concerning the level of skill 
required to form a composite part by hand, it has been sug-
gested in Ref. 2 that “laminators who manufacture composite 
parts tend to be semi-skilled workers”.2 However, it is believed 
by the authors that the composites industry is manufacturing 
high-value products whilst relying on a laminator’s craft skill 
that does not have a knowledge base and is largely dependent 
on their tacit knowledge. The tacit nature of a craft skill makes 
the knowledge more challenging to capture and exploit, but 
this task is necessary to challenge the perceived skill level of 
laminators and support the industry.

Despite the high-value sectors that drive the composites 
industry, the dominant manufacturing route is the craft-based 
process of manual forming for the vast majority of products. 

Automated processes are unable to meet geometrical and pro-
ductivity requirements,4,5 and often require manual forming 
assistance to finish products. Also for smaller companies, the 
costs associated with automation are prohibitive.

This work is concerned with unexplored observations in 
the industry that could be relevant for tackling the expected 
growth, delivering better, faster, and cheaper composites 
products.6 The aim of the research was to explore the role 
played by the handheld and personally owned tools used by 
laminators that are ubiquitous in the industry. This is the first 
known attempt within research to generate a body of knowl-
edge around these tools. Previous research has demonstrated 
that there is a relationship between tool use and the worker’s 
skill level, but the focus of this study were rollers used for wet 
layup.7 An initial exploration has been conducted, and here the 
application of a novel concept that emerged from that work is 
being applied. This is to develop an understanding of how this 
evolving knowledge base can be implemented and exploited.

Tool use in the composites industry
Laminator’s tools are used to aid forming a composites part. 
They are held in a laminator’s hand and used to form a ply to 
the surface of a mold. The research has found that these tools 
serve three functions:
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•  Comfort: as layup is a manual task.
•  Geometry matching: when the mold geometry that 

requires forming is beyond the capability of the lami-
nator’s hands.

•  Additional force: for forming heavier plies.
A laminator’s tool set is generally made up of number 

of different tools with varying geometry and material. The 
material tends to be what can be found or fabricated on 
the shop floor, either hard plastic or composite material. 
There is a preference for PTFE due to its low surface friction 
with prepreg. Their geometry is driven both by the mold’s 
geometry and the laminator’s preference. However for an 
identical mold geometry, laminators will all use different 

shaped tools that they have fettled themselves or had done 
to their request, as is the practice on some shop floors. The 
tools have both variations in the external form for geometry 
matching and in the gripping features, with some having 
holes so they can be spun around in the hand, or others 
having handles that allow them to be gripped (like a ham-
mer). These features of a tool mean the laminators develop 
their own techniques for layup. This suggests the tools’ use 
is coupled to both their lack of formal recognition and the 
lack of a formal laminator’s skill and training process. It is 
problematic that tool use is uncontrolled, because of their 
connection with process standardization and subsequent 
quality control.

Figure 1 A complete set of “dibbers” belonging to an expert laminator, the scale of measurement is 
the hand of a small female adult. The width of the hand is 95 mm and the length of the hand is 165 mm

Figure 2 A set of tools belonging to a laminator. The collection shows the diversity in 
materials that the tools might be made out of
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Figures 1 and 2 show tool sets belonging to two different 
laminators. The diversity of tools in each set, and between sets, 
reflects both the length of time the laminator has spent in 
the industry and the range of different mold geometries they 
have been required to form, and this diversity can commonly 
be seen in practice on a shop floor. The use of tools is ubiq-
uitous, irrespective of simple or complex mold geometries. 
These tools can have different names and spelling depending 
on the laminator and the company, e.g. “nurkers”, “nerkers”, 
“dibbers”.

There are some commercially available tool sets,8,9 which 
appear almost identical to what is seen in Figs. 1 and 2. If their 
use is prescribed, nothing other than the laminators not hav-
ing to make their own tools will change. This is because the 
laminator is still deciding how to use a tool and developing 
their individual layup technique. The development of a stand-
ardized tool is connected with skills and training, and quality 
control.

Tool use and the design process for composites
There is clearly an unexplored link between these dibber tools 
and the design process in composites. The existence of tools 
for the function of “geometry matching” suggests that the 
design process for composites extends into production, as the 
design of the composite product is creating another problem 
for the laminators to solve. The needs of laminators are not 
recognized by designers or manufacturing engineers, and 
disconnection exists in design requirements between design 
and manufacturing. It is believed these occur because of a lack 
of design for manufacture for composites.

A laminator as a craftsperson is a problem solver, who 
develops a solution for how to approach a layup task for a 
particular mold geometry. This problem-solving process has 
been described as like a doing a “jigsaw puzzle”, with a lami-
nator inventing their own methods, tools (including mirrors) 
and practices to deliver a formed ply. This further demon-
strates disconnection between design and manufacture, and 
the lack of design for manufacture and knowledge that is 
required to produce manufacturing instruction sheets. The 
layup approach they use will change throughout the learning 
process for a particular job. However, this evolving approach 
is seen on actual products as learning is done on a job. For 
example, how the layup task for a first product is approached 
and completed will be significantly different to the subsequent 
and final products. This suggests that information required on 
manufacturing sheets is missing. Discovered techniques for 
layup diffuse through personal communication and “training” 
between laminators (experts and novices) within companies 
on the shop floor, and are further facilitated by the contractor 
nature of the industry. Laminators move between companies, 
and as a consequence so do their knowledge and techniques. 
However, this means capturing their knowledge to resolve this 
disconnect and develop a design for manufacture is more 
challenging.

For different mold geometries, a laminator uses the “same 
thought process to figure out how to make it”. This statement 
suggests a laminator employs a basic logic in three-dimen-
sional forming, and contradicts the perception that layup is 
a “black art”,10 it rather implies that the logic they use has not 

been articulated or investigated so it can be applied before. 
Initial research building a language to articulate and apply a 
laminator’s knowledge can be identified.7,10–12

Traditionally, the tools used are made by hand and can 
require the most experienced laminator to be absent from the 
shop floor often as they produce them. This loss of expertise 
and hands on the shop floor is a cost and risk to the company 
– each tool could take up to two hours to make. The conse-
quence means it is well worth investigating a standardized 
tool, for a more immediate introduction to use, as well as 
from a skill and training and composites design perspective. 
Production environments where it is believed this research 
could be immediately applied, are those where the workforce 
are recruited to meet the demands of specific mold geome-
tries and production rates.

Experimental approach
A prototype of a tool (Fig. 3) was fabricated in PEEK using SLS 
Additive Manufacturing. The intention was to develop a con-
cept for a standardized tool, so the prototype is formed of 
different landscapes rather than quantified features. In Fig. 
3a, eight different geometrical features have been coded on 
the schematic of the tool. The bright green, bright blue, pink, 
and yellow features are for forming plies. Each feature is for 
forming plies to a particular type of mold geometry, and the 
use of these features is achieved by gripping the tool in a 
particular fashion. The purple feature is to support the hand 
during the forming, providing a continuous load line through 
the tool, hand, and arm. The peach feature is for both grip and 
moving the tool around in your hand so that different form-
ing features (particularly the bright green and yellow) can be 
used with ease. The dark green and dark blue features are for 
sequencing individual forming gestures; forming gestures are 
using a feature on the tool to form a ply. Sequencing is when 
the mold geometry requires a different feature on the tool to 
be used and a subtle change in grip is required (moving from 
the pink to bright green feature), and these features support 
these transitions in forming features in the layup.

Whilst the features of this tool were designed for mold 
geometries commonly seen in aerospace components, it can 
be used more generically to prove a concept of a standard-
ized tool (rather than the current handmade tools) that could 
be supportive to the composites industry. Consequently, the 
design of a tool for the rail industry could well be different as 
the design of the tool was geometry driven. This would lead 
to the design of a handheld tool becoming an integral part 
of a composites design for manufacture, and coupled to the 
design of a mold from its inception. Additionally, using the 
concept of the standardized tool, a production route depend-
ent on craftsmanship can be explored as an industrially set up 
standardized process.

The weight of the tool obviously depends on the material 
that was used to make it, and further testing is required to val-
idate the durability and robustness of the tool. This prototype 
required no surface finishing, but was fettled by a laminator, 
after one trial. This was to soften the point on the bright green 
forming feature. This was considered acceptable as a laminator 
might choose to soften the edges of a standardized tool due 
to how it was manufactured. It is not thought that fettling of 
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manufacturer producing a range of composite products, 
including components for aerospace and rail industries, which 
requires the flexibility of an agile production facility. Due to the 
wide variety in components that are made here, the practice of 
making tools for specific jobs could be seen. For example, the 
geometries of some molds required that the tools were made 
using sharp metal spatulas with composite grips.

The laminators providing feedback were both contractors 
and employees with a range of experience, from trainee to 
14 years. Each had their own personally owned tool set and 
geometrical variation could be seen between their sets, even 
for identical mold geometries.

Layup trials
An expert laminator with over 20 years experience was used 
to trial the prototyped tool for a layup task. The laminator’s 
own dibbers were also used as a control for this activity. The 
layup task was the forming of one ply (at a time) of a woven 
reinforcement to a mold, as seen in Fig. 4a. The task was cho-
sen because of the geometrical complexity of the mold and 
the subsequent challenges in manipulating the plies. Molds 
used for previous investigations into hand lamination10,11 also 
informed its choice. The geometrical features on the mold are 
representative of geometries seen in composites products for 
the aerospace and transport sectors that are formed using 
hand layup, and was made from tooling board (high-density 
[580 kg/m3] polyurethane).

The only manufacturing guidance given was the starting 
point, and this has been highlighted with an asterisk in Fig. 4a. 
However, the quality of the formed ply was paramount. The 
laminator to form their quality acceptance criteria, as seen 
in practice, used the esthetics of the formed ply. Judgments 
were taken on the placement of the ply to the edge of the 
mold (denoted by the red line in Fig. 4a) and signs of defects 
(bubbles, wrinkles, bridges etc.) in the formed ply. Any com-
ments or feedback that the laminator made about their sat-
isfaction with a particular layup task was manually recorded. 
The layup tasks were also recorded using a high-definition 
video camera (Panasonic HC-V500) and observations were 
manually recorded. The video camera was set up at the angle 
to the mold captured in Fig. 4. This is because the dominant 
quadrant of the mold being worked by the laminator was in 
the forefront of the video image, without being blocked by 
where the laminator was standing. This positioning allowed 
for use of the prototype to be captured in detail. These details 
of how the prototype was used in the trials include how it was 
grasped to use different forming features, how it was used 
to form different features on the mold, how many times it 
was used on a particular feature of mold, and also recorded 
timings for each layup trial. These videos were then analyzed 
to extract data relating to these details and the region of the 
mold geometry the laminator was working on could be seen. 
The observations and comments were correlated with this 
extracted data. This was done so data about how the laminator 
approached the layup task for each trial could be extracted. A 
map was produced for each layup trial that detailed how the 
prototype was used in relation to the mold geometry over 
time. All the trials were performed in a clean room to industry 
standard conditions (temp, humidity).

this nature is detrimental to the intention of standardizing 
the tools, as the overall landscape of features is not being 
changed.

User feedback
Laminators provided initial anecdotal feedback on the proto-
type, with a focus on the geometrical features and how it felt 
in their hands. The laminators did not trial the prototype for 
a layup task. They worked on the shop floor of a composites 

Figure 3 a CAD drawings of the prototyped tool, from all 
six views. The eight different geometrical features on the 
tool have all been coded in a different color, see legend; and 
b Photographs of the prototyped tool (this was fabricated 
in PEEK using SLS AM). Further examples have been 
manufactured from ABS using injection molding. The Dibber 
is a registered design (UK Reg. Design 4037188)
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is,4 this means using quality as a variable beyond the anecdotal 
is challenging. Thus, for these lamination tasks, the lamina-
tor used their own judgment to determine when they were 
satisfied with the quality, and hence completion of the task. 
Again this is commonly seen in practice, although evidence 
for this is difficult.

From previous research, it is evident that the material used 
for lamination impacts on the proportion of the task that is 
completed by manual manipulation or tool forming.10 The 
tack and weight of the material are two particularly important 
characteristics because if the material does not stick to the 
mold the main forming process will be manual manipulation, 
rather than with a tool. The material chosen was selected using 
guidance from a laminator. The material details were TM49-3B 
2 × 2 Twill Carbon prepreg manufactured by ACG.15 The plies 
used were 30-cm squares in a 0/90° configuration.

Demonstration
After Trial 6, the laminator demonstrated how they felt the 
features on the tool and mold geometry were coupled, or 
not. These were recorded using the same setup as in Section 
Layup trials.

Results
In this section, the results from the user feedback and layup 
trials are presented.

User feedback
Initial comments provided by laminators on a shop floor were 
largely positive, and have importance for developing the 
design of the prototype. From this development perspective, 
particular points were:

•  Observations that the tool design meant the grip and 
the gesture for the tool’s use had been coupled together.

•  Mirroring of the curved surface feature.
The motivations for mirroring the curved surface feature 

were so the tool could be rotated and moved around in the 
hand, and consequently held both ways round and conse-
quently be used by both right- and left-handed laminators. 
However, the need to have a flat surface for smoothing incor-
porated on to the tool suggested making a mirror image tool 
for left-handed laminators could be more appropriate.

•  Making two different scale tools.
So the same shaped tool can be used for smaller molds 

and larger molds.
•  Incorporating a thin compliant feature.

This would be used instead of the hand for final consolida-
tion of the material to a mold.

In summary, for prototype development, these comments 
will be combined with the results from how the tool is used 
in practice. For example, if it is found the flat surface on the 
prototype is not used, mirroring the curved surface could be 
pursued as a solution that is both suitable from a design and 
manufacturing perspective.

An initial ply was formed to the mold but not included in 
the trials outputs, to allow the laminator to become familiar 
with the working environment and to determine a forming 
route for a ply on this mold geometry. An example of a formed 
ply on the mold can be seen in Fig. 4b.

Six trials of the layup task were completed. For each, the 
tools used have been summarized in Table 1, and a single cat-
egory of tool was used for each trial. For Trials 1 and 4, the 
laminator selected and used their own tools (Fig. 1), and their 
choice was driven by the geometry of the mold. In these two 
layup tasks, the laminator swapped which tool they used as 
needed. For all other trials, the prototyped tool was used. 
Between Trials 2 and 3, the tip of prototype (as highlighted 
in bright green on Fig. 3) was sanded to take the edge off the 
point. A hairdryer was also used on all the trials to aid the layup 
process, by making the ply easier to form. This is commonly 
seen in practice, so it was permitted.

As noted, in all of the trials the goal for the layup task 
was completion to the highest possible quality, but this was 
risked for Trial 4 where the laminator changed their goal to 
completion of the task in the fastest possible time. As done 
previously, time was used as a standard variable to measure 
the effort between layup tasks.10,13 It was chosen because in 
principle it allows learning curves and costs14 associated with 
the prototypes use to be derived. However, there is also a lack 
of clarity around what a measured layup defect in composites 

Figure 4 a A photograph and schematic of the mold used 
for the layup trials, and b a photograph of a formed ply on 
the mold

Table 1  A summary of the trial number and the tool that was used

Trial number 1 2 3 4 5 6
Tool used Laminator’s own Prototype Sanded prototype Laminator’s own Sanded prototype Sanded prototype
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Each trial was analyzed from the videos so each time a tool 
was used the regions of the mold that were being worked 
were extracted. This data has been displayed in Fig. 8 where 
each row represents a trial, and each mold schematic repre-
sents the use of a tool to form a ply. On the schematic, the 
regions where the tool was used have been highlighted, as 
surfaces (blue) and edges (red). The highlighted regions may 
have been worked more than once during each tool forming 
action, but this is not represented in Fig. 8, as the aim was to 
explore how the tool had been used in relation to the regions 
that had been worked.

There does not appear to be any obvious trend within Fig. 
8, other than that the number of times a tool is used does not 
correlate with the amount of time it is used to form a ply (Fig. 
6). Trial 4 particularly highlights this, where the tool was used 
on the highest number of separate occasions but the percent-
age of forming done using a tool was the lowest (Table 2).

Coupling the prototyped tool’s features with 
mold features
During the trials, it was observed that the laminator was 
seemingly coupling features on the prototyped tool with the 
regions of the mold they were forming. The video analysis sug-
gested that there were six regions on the tool that the lamina-
tor had regularly used. These six regions on both surfaces of 
the tool face have been highlighted in Fig. 9. It is worth noting 
that if a surface of a tool is used on an opposite face (e.g. face 
2 and 3 identified in Fig. 9) they have been considered as a 
different feature because the laminator had to grip the tool 
differently to use them. Picture examples of the prototype in 
use have also been included in Fig. 9 to clarify this point.

After Trial 6, the laminator was able to articulate how the 
prototyped tool could be coupled with features on the mold 
geometry (Fig. 10). Each row in Fig. 10 represents how the 
tool is coupled to a particular feature on the mold and this 
has been called an action. In Fig. 10, the region of the tool 
that is coupled has been highlighted in black and the region 
of the mold has been highlighted with a red line or a blue 
region. Some of the actions have more than one stage and 
the schematics should be read sequentially across the row. 
For some actions more than one feature on the tool is used. 
For an action, the direction of movement for the tool is shown 
with a green arrow.

Figure 11 presents how the features on the tool and 
mold were coupled during the layup task in Trial 6. Trial 6 
was selected as the laminator has had the most experience 
of using the prototype. Again the region of the tool being 
used has been highlighted in black and the region of the mold 
being formed with a red line or a blue region. Analyzing the 
video in this way was done to compare how the prototype 
was used with what was suggested in Fig. 10. This analysis 
was also done to develop both the prototype’s instructions 
for use and its design.

To explain Fig. 11 for each mold feature, all the different tool 
couplings that were seen have been shown in a column. For a 
particular mold feature, the columns have been arranged to 
show the frequency that a particular tool feature was used for. 
At the top of the column is the most commonly used feature 
on the tool and at the bottom the least commonly used. From 

Layup trials
Times
The layup time in Trial 1 was taken to be the standard and the 
times for the subsequent layup trials have been normalized 
to it (Fig. 5). The different symbols denote the tools that the 
laminator used, either their own or the prototype.

The length of time taken to complete a layup task was taken 
from when the laminator positioned the ply at the datum to 
when their hands left the surface of the formed ply. Pauses 
and breaks to pick up tools are included in this time; however, 
from the recorded video it is possible to get details of these 
and deduce the percentage of the layup task that consisted 
of active and inactive forming. From these recorded videos, 
any particular behaviors (e.g. which tool they were using, how 
they used the tool) that resulted in changes to the layup time 
could be seen.

The laminator’s task was to achieve a quality of layup that 
they would perform in practice and their satisfaction with 
the completion of the task was noted however this was not 
graded. After the completion of the first task, it was noted the 
laminator was “happy with [the] layup”, and thus achieving 
this standard became the benchmark for subsequent trials.

Forming processes
In each trial, the layup task was a series of three forming activi-
ties involving either just the laminator manually manipulating 
the ply to form it, using the tool to form it, or pausing to pick 
up and put down the tools. Figure 6 shows the how each trial 
broke down into these three different forming activities. Again 
Trial 1 was taken as the standard time, therefore the cumula-
tive normalized time for each trial is equal to the normalized 
time displayed in Fig. 5. As the trials progressed, a reduction 
in the extent of time a tool spent in the laminator’s hand can 
be seen, as the overall time to complete the task also reduces.

Table 2 also displays the percentage of the layup time 
for each task the laminator spent on a particular activity. It 
is included to highlight how the laminator changed their 
behavior for the layup in Trial 4 when their goal changed to 
completion of the task in the fastest time. Despite this Trial 6 
showed that it was possible to complete the task in a quicker 
time, in this trial the prototype was used.

For all the trials, the percentage of the layup task that was 
spent inactive (pausing or picking up tools) was consistent (av. 
9%). However, to achieve their objective of completing the 
task in the fastest possible time in Trial 4 the laminator near 
halved their use of tools to form a ply in Trial 4 (22%) compared 
to all the other trials (av. 40%). In all the trials, except Trial 4, 
the percentage of layup time spent on manual manipulation 
was also consistent (av. 51%), in Trial 4 this increased in 67%.

Mold geometry and tool use
Figure 7 represents how the mold geometry was broken 
down into different regions so the data from the video anal-
ysis of the trials can be represented. Edges are numbered 
in red, and the line (11) has also been shown in red. The flat 
regions have been numbered in black, and concave features 
(4, 14) where the ramped surfaces meet have been labeled 
in blue. Note that 4 is intersected by feature 5 and is repre-
sented by a gray region.
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normalized time in Trials 2 and 3 has increased from Trial 1, and 
this is because the laminator was learning how to use the pro-
totyped tool rather their own. Naturally, this caused the layup 
task to take longer. The decrease in the time between Trials 2 
and 3 could either be attributed to the learning curve or the 
fact that the laminator fettled the prototype between these 
trials. This fettling then allowed the laminator to sequence 
the gestures for forming different areas of the mold. The nor-
malized time in Trial 4 has reduced from Trial 1; on both these 
trials the laminator used their own tools. This reduction in time 
can therefore been attributed to the learning curve for the 
mold geometry, although it could also be associated with the 
laminators motivation to complete the layup task in the fastest 
possible time. Trials 3 and 6 are comparable in their position in 
the series and the normalized time for Trial 6 (0.68) has nearly 
halved in comparison to Trial 3 (1.09).

Currently, as a laminator’s tools are personal when a 
laminator changes their tool, there is no mechanism to con-
nect this individual learning with an organization’s learning. 
However, the use of the prototype as a standardized tool in a 
training and production environment provides organizations 
with a method to connect individual and company learning. 
The incorporation of a standardized tool as an integral part 
of design for manufacture allows the costs associated with 
different designs from disrupting a laminator’s learning to be 
considered from an early stage.

Analysis of the videos suggests that for each trial the order 
of forming the ply over the mold was unique; however, gen-
eral trends in the forming route could be identified. The route 
will be discussed further in Section Mold geometry and tool 
use, but here it is important to note that there is a general 
approach to the layup task. This suggests a significant propor-
tion of the learning seen can be attributed to the handling of 
the prototype rather than refining the forming route for this 
mold geometry.

Forming processes
Figure 6 shows that in all the layup trials the laminator spent 
most of their time forming the prepreg using their hands. Trial 
2 is the first layup trial that the laminator performed with the 
prototyped tool and the normalized time for forming the pre-
preg with both a tool and their hands has increased. As the 
time spent on manual manipulation has also increased, it sug-
gests using a different tool requires the laminator to relearn 
how to layup, and develop their technique. Compared to the 
other trials, Trial 4 shows a significantly larger difference in 
the time spent on manual and tool forming. This point will 
be explored further using the representation of the data in 
Table 2.

Table 2 shows that for all of the trials except Trial 4 there is 
around a 10% difference in the percentage of time spent on 
manual manipulation and tool forming. These results show 

a training perspective, it is important to identify which feature 
of the tool was most commonly used for a specific geometry, 
as it suggests how the tool was used with most ease.

Using these results, grips to use the tool for specific mold 
features can be suggested, and provide a route for integrating 
a tool into skills and training and design for manufacture.

Discussion
Here the results that were presented in Section Results will 
be discussed.

Learning curves
On the graph in Fig. 5, a clear learning curve with no plateau 
for the layup trials can be seen. Learning for both the pro-
totyped tool and the mold geometry would be expected, 
as the laminator is not familiar with either for this particular 
layup task. It is natural to expect that the order of the trials 
has impacted the learning curve, as changing between using 
their own tools and the prototype will disrupt their learning, 
and requires aspects of relearning and forgetting.16,17 The 

Figure 5 Normalized times for the trials. Trial 1 taken as the 
standard time

Figure 6 Normalized times for how the trials divide down 
into three different forming techniques: manipulation, tool   
forming or no contact. Again Trial 1 taken as the standard time

Table 2  The percentage that each forming method was used in each trial

Trial number 1 2 3 4 5 6
Percentage of time taken to conduct the layup, with manual manipulation 49.5 52 48 67 53 52
Percentage of time taken to conduct the layup, with tool forming 40.5 40 43 22 39 39
Percentage of time taken to conduct the layup, with no contact 10 8 9 11 8 9
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the goals of the layup task. In a more general context, pre-
vious research has also shown that changing goals of a task 
impacts the behavior surrounding tool use.18 These trials raise 
the question of why the laminators habitually use their tools 
despite them slowing the laminator down.

It is significant that the laminator reduced the use of 
their tools because it is thought the tools are their feedback 
metric in force and visual quality. In all of the trials except 

that when the laminator changed their goal for the lamination 
task from completion of the task to the highest possible qual-
ity to completion of the task in the fastest possible time, but 
still to an acceptable quality, the use of their tools decreased. 
It was also noted that in Trial 1 the laminator had used two 
of different tools but then in Trial 4 only one was used, in Fig. 
1 the tool used has been highlighted with an asterisk. This 
suggests that how a laminator uses their tools is aligned with 

Figure 7 A schematic of the mold divided into different 
geometrical features for the analysis of how the tool was 
used in the layup task. It also shows the forming route. Red 
lines and numbers denote edges or lines, black numbers 
denote flat surfaces and blue numbers and gray regions 
denote concave features where two surfaces meet

Figure 8 Schematic of the tool use on different features of the mold for each trial. Each individual schematic 
represents a different time the tool was picked up and used. For example, in Trial 1 a tool was picked up 
and used on seven different occasions. On each occasion, the surfaces where the ply are formed are 
highlighted in blue and the edges in red
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It is thought that the links between manual tools and the 
formation of an acceptance criterion are worthy of further 
investigation as it could explain why the laminators habitually 
use their tools. In practice, the use of a standardized tool could 
form a geometrical acceptance criterion. In this scenario, the 
tool would also be used to physically represent a designer’s 
physical constraints for geometrical features.

Mold geometry and tool use
This section attempts to understand and explain how the tools 
were actually used in each of the trials. This is done with refer-
ence to Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, each schematic of the mold represents 
an occasion a tool was picked up, used and then put down 
again for the trials. It is important to understand how and why 
a tool is being used for the development of instructions sheets, 
for a standardized tool, that have captured the knowledge of 
an expert laminator.

The results in Fig. 8 show that each time the lamina-
tor approached the layup trial, the exact technique they 

Trial 5, tools were used to do the final consolidation of the 
forming process. The disrupted learning due to the change 
in tool between Trials 4 and 5 could explain the difference 
in behavior. The observations from the video suggest that 
the tool use is coupled with the laminator’s satisfaction that 
the layup task has been performed to the highest possible 
quality. An evaluation of quality assessment was not con-
ducted beyond the anecdotal with these trials, but should 
be considered with future trials.

Table 2 shows for the other trials the tools were used for 
a similar percentage of the total time taken to complete the 
layup task. Therefore, in Trials 5 and 6 in order to achieve a 
similar time to Trial 4 the laminator’s use of the prototyped 
tool was not dropped and they could retain the use of their 
quality metric. These initial trials suggest it is possible that 
the use of a standardized tool has the potential to be pref-
erable from both the perspective of a laminator’s job satis-
faction and the capability of production. The measurement 
of variables to explore this possibility will be incorporated 
into future trials.

Figure 9 The six different geometrical features that were used for forming a ply during the trials the tool 
was used for. The geometrical features on the different surfaces that are coded with the same color have 
been numbered a different feature because the use of it required the laminator to use a different grip. 
The images on the right-hand side have been included to clarify this point, and the number on the image 
highlights the feature being used
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capture the laminator’s expertise on the forming route they 
employed, and their expertise will be sought for future exper-
iment design.

The first time the laminator used the prototyped tool (Trial 
2) (Fig. 8), shows it was picked up more times than tools in 
Trial 1. This is expected, as the laminator would have a level of 
uncertainty and learning involved with using the tool. Figure 
8 shows the prototype was picked up and used on eight dif-
ferent occasions in Trial 2 and five different occasions in Trial 
3. In between Trials 2 and 3 the prototype was sanded, it is 

employed and the number of times they picked up and used 
their tools were different. This was despite the same starting 
procedure, defined by a datum, being followed. However, 
they all show the general trend that during the task the lam-
inator moves away from the starting point and then returns 
there for consolidation. The variation seen between trials 
in the propagation is being attributed to natural variation. 
The development of a layup sequence and instructions will 
be the subject of future experiment design, to explore this 
variation further. However for these trials, it was beneficial to 

Figure 10 A suggestion for how different tool and mold features could be coupled together, 
with a suggestion for a forming action. The feature of the tool to be used is highlighted in black, 
the edge or surface of the mold is highlighted in red or blue, respectively, and the green arrow 
suggests a direction of motion and angle of attack for the tool. Some of the actions have more 
than one gesture and use more than one feature on the tool. For these actions the schematics 
should be read across the row. Not to scale
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number of different occasions of use in Trial 4 is due to both 
the fact the goal of the layup task was changed and the fact 
the laminator used their tools. During this trial, it was observed 
that the laminator did not use their tools for very long each 
occasion they were picked up, this observation is supported 
by the reduced percentage of tool forming for Trial 4 in Table 2.

For Trials 5 and 6, the prototyped tool shows a reduction 
in the number of separate occasions it was used compared 
to Trial 4. Again the schematics in Fig. 8 would suggest this is 
because on each occasion the laminator was forming more 
regions of the mold. Again this analysis is complemented by 
the observation that during these trials the prototype’s form 
allowed the laminator to move it around in their hand and 
use its different feature in one occasion of being picked up.

Figure 8 shows in Trial 5 the laminator used the prototype 
on more occasions than in Trial 3. This reinforces that the lam-
inator was still learning how to use the prototype and that the 
learning was interrupted by Trial 4.

From this attempt to understand how the tools were used 
in practice, it is believed five areas that impact how the lami-
nator interacts with the tool, and consequently their behavior 
can be extracted. These are:

•  The form of the tool.
•  The mold geometry.
•  The layup task (directly related to the mold geometry).
•  The laminator’s goal for the layup task.
•  The laminator’s individual learning.

Coupling the prototyped tool’s features with 
mold features
The results from the trials with the prototype showed that it 
had six features that were used. As shown in Fig. 9 both surfaces 
of the tool were used. The surface that was used depended 
on how the laminator gripped the tool and approached form-
ing that particular region of the mold. In Fig. 10, suggestions 
for how the prototype and mold geometry are coupled are 
presented. These suggestions (Fig. 10) demonstrate the same 
geometrical feature on the prototype (e.g. 2 and 3) but with 
a different grip and angle of attack to the mold. This implies 
that forming certain geometrical features on a mold requires 
flexibility in the tool’s direction of forming, and therefore in 
how it is gripped.

Figure 10 suggests the laminator has only highlighted four 
features of the tool coupled to a feature on the mold. However, 
the analysis of Trial 6 (Fig. 11) shows that the laminator used 
five different features of the tool and often used more than 
one feature for particular mold geometries. However, there are 
similarities between the most popular decisions for tool use 
during the layup task and their returned comments afterwards.

It was anticipated that greater variation would be seen 
during the layup task (Fig. 11) than what was suggested in 
returned comments (Fig. 10). During the layup tasks, the 
laminator was not supported through the learning process 
and consequently their decision-making, that surrounds the 
forming, cannot be expected to be consistent. However, this 
inconsistency has been traded for knowledge capture about 
how an expert laminator handled the prototype.

To form the mold feature numbered 5, the laminator sug-
gested one feature on the prototype (Fig. 10), however in 

believed this subtle change in its geometry has allowed the 
laminator to reduce the number of times they picked up and 
used the tool. The schematics for Trial 3 support this belief as 
they show that each time the tool was used more regions on 
the mold have been formed.

In Trial 4, the number of separate occasions a tool was 
picked up and used (eight times) has increased with compar-
ison to Trial 3 (five times). It is thought that this increase in the 

Figure 11 Use of tool features to form ply on specific mold 
features during Trial 6. The analysis was done to develop both 
the design of the prototype and its instructions for use. The 
feature of the tool used has been highlighted in black and the 
edge or surface formed have been highlighted in red or blue, 
respectively. For each individual mold feature, the decreasing 
use of a tool’s feature has been represented. Not to scale
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in how they approached the task or used the features of the 
tool with the mold, how the actual task was approached each 
time was different. These results also highlight that to use a 
standardized prototype in a training environment developed 
instructions are required. The laminator’s knowledge captured 
in these trials will need to be used to develop instructions for 
its use in such an environment.

For a solution to move into skills and training the coupling 
of hand, tool, and mold geometries required to facilitate the 
development of a lamination technique are needed. Previous 
research has stated that “grips are voluntary actions: to grip is 
a decision”,19 therefore it is suggested this coupling is essential 
if the laminator is to be supported. This is challenging because 
if the instructions are too prescriptive the laminator might be 
left without their ability to make informed decisions on the fly, 

reality four were used (Fig. 11). Figure 12 presents the sug-
gested grip for the mold feature numbered 5 and then the 
other three grips that were observed in practice. Of these four, 
two were the same feature but on different surfaces, demon-
strating the laminator had been gripping the tool differently, 
and therefore approaching the task differently when the ply 
had been reformed. However, the fact the laminator has pro-
posed just one, suggests that they are used with a different 
level of ease.

These results support the suggestion that a solution 
borders on the realm of skills and training. It is not enough 
to prescribe a tool – the laminators need support with the 
decisions that they take during the task. During these layup 
tasks, the laminator was not supported during their learning 
curve. The results testify that whilst maybe there are patterns 

Figure 12 The laminator’s suggestions for how the prototype should be gripped to form feature 5 on the 
mold. Presented beneath the suggestion are the other grips that the laminator used for forming feature 
5 in Trial 6
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common theme to these routes is how a standardized tool can 
be used to facilitate human interaction. Consequently, beyond 
these routes other possibilities for further work could target 
how the interaction can be changed, for example by making 
the tool responsive.

Skills and training
Results suggest that it would be worthwhile conducting layup 
trials that are slightly different in structure. Ideally, these would 
support the laminator through the learning process of a new 
tool, and consequently be aiming to reduce the variation in 
how the laminator approaches the tasks. It is envisaged that 
supporting the laminator through the learning process would 
require developing instructions for use. Figure 11 gives an indi-
cation of the ease of use of the prototype’s features for a mold 
geometry, and the popularity of a feature and Fig. 13 the actual 
grips to use a feature of the prototype.

and therefore unable to correct unforeseen deviations. Here 
the consideration of a laminator’s values becomes particu-
larly important, as previous research has shown attempts to 
standardize hand layup has had negative implications for a 
laminator’s motivations.20 Therefore, in future studies a lami-
nator’s job satisfaction will be used as a metric.

To conclude, presented in Fig. 13 are the grips to use the 
prototype as suggested by the laminator in Fig. 10. These grips 
and how to use them on mold geometries will form the initial 
part of developing instructions that can be used in a training 
environment for laminators.

Future work
The prototyped tool can be further developed to generically 
improve a concept that could be supportive to the growth 
of the composites industry. Potential routes for development 
are skills and training, and the composites design process. A 

Figure 13 From the couplings suggested in Figure 10 here the laminator’s suggestions for how the 
prototype should be gripped to form the different mold features
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The form that these instructions might take is currently 
unclear. However, this fits in well with investigating how these 
tools could be coupled with a skills and training program for both 
expert and novice laminators. To deliver this skills training, and 
track a knowledge base, an approach is suggested allowing both 
existing knowledge to be exploited and developing knowledge 
to be added. For example, a similar approach is being developed 
by “La Bullipedia” an online platform for chefs.21 To facilitate the 
knowledge being exploited the form that it is communicated in, 
and how it is interacted with requires research.

Composites design process
It is believed the design process of a composite product is 
extended into and problem solved in production. The tools 
made by laminators are a manifestation of this issue between 
material, form, and human. The prototyped tool could be used 
as a protagonist to further investigate the composites design 
process, as it is an example of an outcome that could better 
inform the development of design for manufacture.

By introducing the concept of a standardized tool, it is 
possible to envisage that the design of a product, mold, the 
manufacturing instruction sheets, drape activity, and tool can 
become complementary design processes. The future work 
lies in structuring the captured knowledge around these pro-
cesses and developing a design for manufacture so a designer 
can interact with it.

Conclusions
In this paper, a prototyped tool that was designed for a lam-
inator has been tested in layup trials. The laminator’s own 
tools were used as the control for the layup trials. The initial 
findings have suggested that the tools are used as a feedback 
for quality, and how the tool is used is aligned with the goals 
of a layup task. The prototyped tool allowed the laminator 
to achieve comparable layup times as when their tools were 
used. To achieve the faster layup times with their tools the 
laminator had to decrease the use of them, and hence the 
quality could be negatively impacted upon. With the proto-
typed tool, the use of the tool and hence the quality feedback 
was retained in contrast in the trial where the laminator’s 
own tools were used. These trials raise the question of why 
do laminators habitually use their tools despite them slowing 
the laminator down.

The trials also showed that the geometric features on the 
prototyped tool and the mold were coupled. However, varia-
tion was still seen in how the laminator approached the layup 
tasks. This implies that the development of a tool should be 
linked with the skills and training of laminators and the devel-
opment of instructions, rather than being purely prescriptive.

This is the first time a standardized tool for composites has 
been investigated. Beyond being supportive to the training of 
laminators, and ensuring production control this research is 
suggesting a standardized tool is a mechanism to develop a 
design for manufacture for composites, and integrate a lami-
nator’s knowledge into the design process.
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